Heat is detrimental for the operation of quantum systems [1], yet it fundamentally behaves according to quantum mechanics, being phase coherent [2] and universally quantum-limited regardless of its carriers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Due to their robustness, superconducting circuits integrating dissipative elements are ideal candidates to emulate many-body phenomena in quantum heat transport [10] , hitherto scarcely explored experimentally [11] [12] [13] . However, their ability to tackle the underlying full physical richness is severely hindered by the exclusive use of a magnetic flux as a control parameter [5, 14] and requires complementary approaches. Here, we introduce a dual, magnetic field-free circuit where charge quantization in a superconducting island enables thorough electric field control. We thus tune the thermal conductance, close to its quantum limit [3] , of a single photonic channel between two mesoscopic reservoirs. We observe heat flow oscillations originating from the competition between Cooper-pair tunnelling and Coulomb repulsion in the island, well captured by a simple model. Our results demonstrate that the duality between charge and flux extends to heat transport, with promising applications in thermal management of quantum devices [15, 16] .
Heat is detrimental for the operation of quantum systems [1], yet it fundamentally behaves according to quantum mechanics, being phase coherent [2] and universally quantum-limited regardless of its carriers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Due to their robustness, superconducting circuits integrating dissipative elements are ideal candidates to emulate many-body phenomena in quantum heat transport [10] , hitherto scarcely explored experimentally [11] [12] [13] . However, their ability to tackle the underlying full physical richness is severely hindered by the exclusive use of a magnetic flux as a control parameter [5, 14] and requires complementary approaches. Here, we introduce a dual, magnetic field-free circuit where charge quantization in a superconducting island enables thorough electric field control. We thus tune the thermal conductance, close to its quantum limit [3] , of a single photonic channel between two mesoscopic reservoirs. We observe heat flow oscillations originating from the competition between Cooper-pair tunnelling and Coulomb repulsion in the island, well captured by a simple model. Our results demonstrate that the duality between charge and flux extends to heat transport, with promising applications in thermal management of quantum devices [15, 16] .
Ohmic resistors embedded in mesoscopic superconducting circuits are well suited to the study of radiative transfer physics, due to the correspondence between Planck's black-body radiation and Johnson-Nyquist noise originating from a resistive element [17, 18] . Consider an arbitrary electrical connection between two resistors R 1 , R 2 kept at different temperatures T 1 , T 2 . Their voltage noises, which simply arise from photon emission/absorption events, result in a global noise current flowing in the circuit, leading to Joule dissipation by the resistive elements. The net powerQ γ radiated from the hot to the cold resistor can be recast as a Landauer formula [18] 
Here n i (ω) = 1/ [exp( ω/k B T i ) − 1] is the thermal population of the reservoir i, i.e. its Bose distribution at temperature T i , and τ is the transmission coefficient accross the 1D channel at angular frequency ω. The populations determine the thermal bandwidth k B T / of the photonic channel, which lies in the microwave range at cryogenic temperatures (∼ 3 GHz at 150 mK). In the lumped element approximation, valid at low temperatures in the case of a millimeter scale circuit such as the one depicted in Fig. 1a ), the thermal photon wavelength hc/k B T ≈ 10 cm at 150 mK is bigger than the typical size of the circuit. Thus this coefficient can be made explicit using the circuit language [19, 20] : τ (ω) = 4R 1 R 2 /|Z tot (ω)| 2 , where Z tot (ω) is the total circuit series impedance. For perfect impedance matching (R 1 = R 2 with no additional contributions), the transmission coefficient is constant and maximal over the full thermal bandwidth, leading to photonic heat transfer at the universal quantum limit of thermal conductance G Q = πk 2 B T /6 ≈ (1 pW/K 2 )T [3, 7, 21] . Adding an appropriate tunable series reactance (a "heat valve") permits tuning of the transmission coefficient without adding dissipation. In this Letter we experimentally demonstrate a fully electrostatic "photonic heat valve" operating close the quantum limit: in between our two thermal baths connected by superconducting lines, we include a Cooper pair transistor (CPT) [22] , a small superconducting island where electrostatic fields impede the charge transfer, a phenomenon commonly referred to as Coulomb blockade. Its magnitude can be simply adjusted by controlling the offset charge of the island with an electrostatic field via a nearby gate electrode. By varying the gate charge by an amount e, the effective series impedance is tuned from, ideally, matched case to mismatch, which in turn opens or closes the heat valve at will, as schematically displayed in Fig. 1b ).
The sample [see Fig. 1a ) for a micrograph and c) for the equivalent circuit] is measured in a dilution refrigerator, and addressed with filtered lines to minimize external noise. The system is a series combination of two nominally identical, small (100 × 100 nm 2 ) Josephson junctions delimiting a small island of dimensions 1.4 µm × 170 nm × 22 nm with capacitance C, forming the Cooper pair transistor. This ensemble is attached on both sides to nominally identical thin copper films of volume Ω = 10 µm×200 nm×12 nm chosen so as to maximize their resistance (and thus the transmission factor τ ) while having minimal stray capacitance and thermal gradients. These resistors thus act as quasiparticle filters for the CPT [22] as well as thermal baths, referred to in the following as source and drain. The clean electrical contact between the superconducting (S) circuit line and the normal metal (N) resistor acts as an Andreev mirror [ ried by quasiparticles from flowing outside the resistors. As a result, electronic heat transport by quasiparticles is efficiently suppressed along the superconducting line at dilution temperatures [21] . The ensemble is electrically closed into a loop by a short (∼ 5 mm) Al bonding wire to ensure that noise current carrying the photonic heat does flow and remain integrally in the so formed floating circuit [21] . Superconducting leads are connected to the resistors through thin oxide barriers. These Normal-Insulator-Superconductor (NIS) tunnel junctions enable one to measure the quasi-equilibrium electronic temperature of the resistor or to locally tune it via Joule heating [24] . Transport measurements made in a run prior to closing the loop (see Supplementary Information) yield the resistances values R i ≈ 290 ± 30 Ω, the gate capacitance C g ≈ 12 aF, CPT (single electron) charging energy E c = e 2 /2C = k B × 0.64 K and Josephson energy per
We then investigate heat transport under an imposed temperature difference between the source and the drain. Any heat load brought externally to one of the resistors, say, the source, heats it up quickly (∼ 1 ns) via electron-electron scattering to a quasi-equilibrium electronic temperature [25] , whose steady-state value is determined by taking into account two inelastic scattering mechanisms for heated electrons. The first one is electron-phonon relaxation [26] , which is minimized due to operation at low temperature and the small volume of the copper film. The second relaxation process occurs via electron-photon coupling [19] and is expected to be dominant at low temperature since electron-phonon thermal conductance vanishes as G e−ph ∝ ΩT 4 [24] . No intentional heat load is brought to the drain, and hence we can ascribe any temperature change observed there to a reservoir-reservoir heat flow, through the photonic channel.
A diagram summarizing the different heat flows in the system is depicted in Fig. 1d ). The thermal balance of the system in steady state for a cryostat temperature T 0 writes for each resistor i:
where the electron-phonon heat flow for resistor i iṡ pendently (see Supplementary Information), for copper, andQ γ is the source-drain heat flow. Using a lock-in amplifier, we measure small variations of temperature of peak amplitude δT 1,2 in both reservoirs upon a small sinusoidal heating at frequency f = 77 Hz added to the DC power brought through one source NIS junction. Assuming that steady-state is valid at each modulation increment (f is much smaller than any relaxation rate) and T 1 − T 2 , δT 1,2 T 1,2 , from Eq. (2) we obtain an experimental value of thermal conductance between reservoirs 1 and 2 (see Methods):
with T 2 monitored within ±1 mK with a DC voltmeter. Such an AC technique allows us to measure heat currents with a resolution down to 100 aW/ √ Hz, without suffering from excessive charge noise.
The temperature modulation amplitude in source and drain as a function of the applied gate voltage V g is shown in Fig. 2 for DC temperatures T 1 = 203 mK and T 2 = 170 mK. Clear oscillations are observed, that are 2e-periodic in the gate charge en g = C g V g . This is a strong indication that an interplay between Cooper-pair tunneling and Coulomb blockade in the superconducting island is behind the mechanism for heat modulation, similar to the critical current modulation of the CPT [22] . In addition, the temperature modulation is minimum (resp. maximum) in the source when that of the drain is maximum (resp. minimum), which can be correlated with opening (resp. closing) the photonic channel with the gate voltage.
Oscillations of the source-drain thermal conductance for three mean temperatures are represented in Fig.  3a ), normalized to the thermal conductance quantum G Q . The typical values are smaller than the conductance quantum G Q (∼ 35 % of the quantum limit at maximum), while the maximum achieved contrast (G γ,max − G γ,min )/(G γ,max + G γ,min ) = 0.28 is far from reaching 1, as expected from the impedance mismatch introduced by the Josephson device. The latter acts, in the Landauer picture, as a scatterer for the heat transport channel, lowering its maximum transmission coefficient τ below unity. The thermal conductance oscillations can be understood in terms of 2e quantization of the charge on the island, jointly with the charge-phase conjugation at work in the CPT [22, 27] . Assuming for simplicity that the two junctions are identical and neglecting quasiparticle excitations [22] , the HamiltonianĤ of the system writes:Ĥ
wheren is the number operator of excess paired electrons in the island,φ = δ 2 − δ 1 the phase of the island, and δ = δ 1 + δ 2 the total phase across the CPT.n andφ are canonically conjugated variables whose uncertainties ∆n and ∆φ satisfy the relation ∆n∆φ ≥ 1 [27] . For odd values of n g the Coulomb gap ∆E = 4E c (1 − n g mod 2), which represents the electrostatic energy cost of adding one Cooper pair on the island, is closed. This leads to maximum quantum fluctuations of the charge degree of freedomn since Josephson coupling fixes the phase across the junctions and thusφ. Therefore, the Josephson supercurrent flowing across the CPT is maximum, which in turn minimizes the Josephson inductance L J = /2eI C , where I C is the CPT critical current. As a result, the bandwidth for thermal excitations is increased and so is the thermal conductance. Conversely, for even values of the gate charge, the Coulomb gap is maximized, which tends to freeze the number of Cooper pairs on the island. As a result, quantum phase fluctuations are increased, thus leading to a reduction of the effective Josephson coupling and thus of the cut-off frequency for thermal currents.
As a minimal theoretical model, the above picture can be captured by the Landauer formula (1) via the gatedependent total circuit impedance Z tot (ω, n g ) = R 1 + R 2 +(1/iωL J (n g )+iCω) −1 that defines the transmission coefficient τ (ω) simply by approximating the Josephson junction system as a gate-tunable LC resonator having a resonant (plasma) frequency ω p (n g ) = 1/ L J (n g )C. This approximation reasonably holds for our zero mean bias case, where the anharmonicity of the potential is weak around the potential minima for δ. The gate dependence of the critical current I C is derived by finding the maximum tilt, allowed in the supercurrent branch, of the effective Josephson washboard potential modified by Coulomb interactions on the island, I C (n g ) = 
is the ground eigenenergy band of the system (see supplementary information) obtained from (4) . We can calculate thereafter the theoretical photonic heat conductance in the small temperature difference limit, G γ =Q γ /(T 1 − T 2 ). With T m = (T 1 + T 2 )/2 the mean temperature and from the Landauer formula (1), we obtain
. Incidentally, these two parameters introduce an additional dependence in temperature, leading to a departure from the simple G γ ∝ T m picture. In Fig. 3a ) we see that despite its simplicity, our model reproduces well the main features of our experimental data, with essentially no free parameters. The thermal conductances at odd and even n g are shown in Fig. 3b ), for two cryostat temperatures T 0 = 100 and 150 mK, as a function of the mean electron temperature T m , again in good agreement with the model. A refined model may include e.g. anharmonicity, phase diffusion, the junction asymmetry, a finite stray inductance, as well as quasiparticle poisoning [22] . In addition, for large source temperatures, the gradient becomes large enough for the thermal conductance to be ill-defined.
Our experiment establishes that the electron-photon relaxation mechanism can be controlled with electric field, down to a single electric charge level, in a dual manner to magnetic field control down to a single flux quantum. This could allow for instance sensitive "thermal" charge detection with minimal back-action from a temperature (rather than voltage) biased electrometer. More fundamentally, a natural development would be to associate magnetic and electric field control on the same circuit to explore many-body effects due to e.g. a highimpedance environment [10, 28] on heat transport, which should lead to non-trivial thermal conductance laws. In addition, the issue of finite frequency behaviour is left open: a suitable setup would allow to monitor nonequilibrium voltage fluctuations [29] at both resistors' ends. This could extend to the quantum regime investigations of entropy production by a heat flow [29, 30] .
METHODS

Fabrication and setup
All the junctions, contacts and leads were fabricated in a single electron-beam lithography step using the Dolan bridge technique [31] . A silicon wafer with 100 nm grown silicon oxide was coated with a stack of a 1 µm thick layer of poly(methylmetalcrylate-methacrylic) acid P(MMA-MAA) resist spun for 60 s at 4000 rpm and baked at 160 • C in three steps and on top of it a 100 nm thick layer of polymethyl-metacrylate (PMMA) spun for 60 s at 4000 rpm and baked at 160 • C. The samples were patterned with electron beam lithography and subsequently developed using methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK 1:3 Isopropanol) for PMMA and methylglycol methanol (1:2) to create the undercut in the MAA resist. The metallic parts were evaporated in three steps in the following order: Al, Al, Cu, with an in-situ oxidation step under low oxygen pressure in between the two first steps to create the tunnel barriers for both NIS probes and Josephson junctions. The clean contacts necessary for a lossless transmission between the normal and superconducting parts were created through the second and third evaporation steps. The resist was then removed using hot acetone.
The sample was mounted in a stage with double brass enclosure acting as a radiation shield. The stage was thermally anchored to the mixing chamber of a small homemade dilution refrigerator with 50 mK base temperature. All lines were filtered with standard lossy coaxial cables with bandwidth 0− ∼ 10 kHz. Amplification of the output voltage signals at the ends of the NIS probes was realized using a room temperature low noise voltage amplifier Femto DLVPA-100-F-D. The DC signals were applied and read using standard programmable sources and multimeters. The effective integration bandwidth around the oscillator frequency for AC measurements was 0.26 Hz. The calibration of the local electronic thermometers was done by monitoring the voltage drop at the ends of the current-biased (I th ≈ 160 pA) SINIS configuration while ramping up the cryostat temperature up to 350 mK (for more details see e.g. Ref. [24] ).
Thermal conductance measurement
A precise observation of the heat flow modulation and averaging of even a moderate number of datasets is made difficult in a pure DC measurement of the electron temperature by unavoidable charge noise that manifests in single electron devices [32] when using long measurement times. Nevertheless, the DC values are recorded as a reference throughout the gate sweep with a typical uncertainty of ±1 mK for a ∼ 1 s averaging time, which is too large for a straight DC measurement where gate modulation depths are of this order but very small when measuring the thermal conductance with the lock-in technique (see below).
The heat balance equations are written in the main text. To measure the heat conductance we impose a small, AC heating signal on top of the DC one that establishes the thermal gradient. The AC frequency f ∼ 77 Hz is small enough, on the one hand, for the quasiequilibrium temperature of the electron gas to be defined (the electron-electron scattering time τ e−e ∼ 1 ns f −1 [25] ), and for the steady-state hypothesis to be valid at any relevant measurement timescale on the other hand: indeed, the typical energy relaxation timescale is upper bounded by the electron-phonon relaxation time τ e−ph ∼ 10 − 100 µs at 100 mK in copper [33] , which is much shorter than the typical AC modulation timescale f −1 . Therefore the power balance equation written in the main text can be re-written for a steady state displaced from (T 1 , T 2 ) to (T 1 + δT 1 , T 2 + δT 2 ), and expanded at first order in the increments δT 1,2 T 1,2 , assuming the phonon temperature T 0 (taken equal to the cryostat temperature), remains constant:
There we identify the power balance terms for steadystate (T 1 , T 2 ) which cancel out. Noticing that T 1 − T 2 T 1,2,m , and disregarding thermal rectification phenomena [34] (the couplings to the resistances are nominally identical), we can make the following approximation that defines the experimental thermal conductance at the mean temperature T m :
with corrections up to a factor (T 1 − T 2 )/2T m , which become important for gradients larger than ∼ 50 mK, limiting the applicability of the method to roughly a source temperature of 230 mK. Thanks to the linearity, under these conditions, of Eq. (6), we can replace the increments by their RMS value measured with a lock-in amplifier. Keeping for them the same notation and rearranging the terms in Eq. (6), we finally obtain the value of thermal conductance extracted from lock-in measurements and used in the main text. Note that given our low modulation frequency we expect and indeed observe a negligible retarded response. 
Experiment parameters
The superconducting gap, tunnel resistances of the CPT and NIS junctions were obtained through standard currentvoltage characteristic measurements. The superconducting gap, assumed equal for both Aluminium layers having the same thickness and evaporated with the same target, was measured to be ∆ = 214 µeV = k B × 2.48 K. The NIS probes tunnel resistances were found between 5 and 20 kΩ, while the series connection of Josephson junctions yields a normal-state resistance R N = 22.5 kΩ, from which we deduce the total Josephson energy 2E J = E J1 +E J2 = k B ×1.38 K assuming identical junctions and using the Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation for a single junction E J = h∆/4e 2 R N (here each junction has a normal state resistance R N /2).
The single-electron charging energy E c = e 2 /2C of the CPT was determined by measuring the differential conductance of the system in weak Coulomb blockade regime in the normal state at 4.21 K. In the regime E c k B T , the zero-bias differential conductance takes a universal value [35] , R N dI/dV | V =0 = 1 − E c /3k B T , which yields a charging energy E c = k B × 0.64 ± 0.05 K [see Fig. S1a )]. Note that this is the single electron charging energy, whereas in the superconducting state the relevant energy scale is 4E c = (2e) 2 /2C which is bigger than 2E J . However for consistency with later steps we keep the single-electron definition for E c . By measuring both switching current (see below) and output current gate modulation for voltages V ∼ 4∆/e we obtain the 1e gate voltage period ∆V g,1e = 13 mV and deduce the gate capacitance C g ≈ 12 aF.
The source and drain resistances were estimated at 4 K via four-probe measurements to be R i ≈ 290 ± 30 Ω. The large uncertainty is due to the use of NIS junctions as voltage probes that measure only a fraction of the voltage drop in the resistor due to their location, as well as deviations from nominal profiles of the films and proximity superconductivity that could manifest below 1 K. The value used in the theoretical modelling of the main text is 275 Ω, well within the range expected.
The value Σ = (3.7 ± 0.2) × 10 9 W.K −5 .m −3 for electron-phonon coupling quoted in the main text is slightly larger than the value commonly given in the literature (2 × 10 9 W.K −5 .m −3 , see e.g. Refs. [33, 37, 38] ) for thicker films but already reported previously [36] and measured independently here. As the volume Ω of the metallic piece is not known with very good accuracy, the value of Σ may not be entirely reliable, as it depends on the value chosen for Ω. We stress that this does not affect the measurements, the only experimentally relevant quantity being ΣΩ. In fig.  S1b ) we show the power dissipated in the resistors [24, 36] as a function of the electronic temperature T e resulting from dissipation for two cryostat temperatures T 0 = 250 mK and 300 mK. We use such elevated bath temperatures to minimize the impact of electron-photon coupling and external heat loads.
We evaluate the parasitic external heat loads to be ≈ 2 fW, in line with similar experimental conditions [2] , which lead to a decoupling between electron temperatures in the resistors and the cryostat one below roughly 160 mK. This rather large temperature is well accounted by the small volume Ω of the resistors, for which the external heat load is less efficiently evacuated to the phonon bath.
Control experiment
To confirm further that the heat flow is indeed photonic in nature, we have performed a control experiment where the loop bond closing the circuit is absent, to reduce the current fluctuations responsible for photonic heat flow [21] , while still allowing diffusive heat transport with quasiparticles [2] . As shown in Fig. S2 , a clear reduction of the conductance is observed, down to ≈ 45 % of its value and oscillation contrast in the matched situation. The oscillations remain 2e-periodic: therefore, the remaining heat flow is likely due to capacitive leakage of the connecting apparatus, leading to only partial high-pass filtering of thermal fluctuations and allowing some flow within a residual bandwidth. The observed reduction nonetheless confirms that the source-drain thermal conductance is dominated by the electron-photon coupling, that creates a remote electron-electron coupling with gate-tunable strength. [35] for Ec = kB × 0.64 K. b) Power dissipated in the source resistor through NIS heating versus the quantity T 5 e − T 5 0 , where Te is the source electronic temperature, for cryostat temperatures T0 = 250 mK (yellow dots) and 300 mK (blue dots). The fitted slope yields ΣΩ. Inset: electron temperature in the source resistor measured with NIS thermometry versus voltage applied to another NIS junction of the source at 250 and 300 mK cryostat temperatures (same conventions). Solid lines are the application of the formula for injected power in the NIS junction (see Refs. [24, 36] ) . 
Estimate for quasiparticle heat transfer
The systematically observed 2e periodicity seem to rule out heat transport dominated by a quasiparticle diffusion mechanism, which should be 1e periodic. In addition, the measured subgap resistance is R s ≈ 2.5 MΩ. Applying Wiedemann-Franz law, which should hold at least within a numerical factor of order unity for our CPT [11] , we obtain a thermal conductance G qp ≈ L 0 T /R s ≈ 2 fW/K at 200 mK (L 0 = 2.44 × 10 −8 W.Ω.K −2 is the Lorenz number), well below the measured one both in matched and mismatched configuration. Furthermore, the electronic heat conduction is strongly attenuated along the superconducting line due to the reduced quasiparticle density [21] , and thus the effective quasiparticle thermal conductance will be much smaller than this upper limit. This rules out for good the hypothesis of quasiparticle-mediated heat transfer. Note that this is different from quasiparticle poisoning, whose effect is to shift the induced charge by an amount e after a quasiparticle tunneling event, which results in averaging the thermal conductance over its value at n g and that at n g + 1 (see below).
Hamiltonian and critical current derivation
The Hamiltonian of the Cooper-pair transistor under zero voltage bias, assuming its two JJ are identical and neglecting quasiparticle excitations, writes:
wheren is the number of extra paired electrons in the island, n g = C g V g /e is the gate charge, δ = δ 1 + δ 2 is the total phase across the series connection of JJ andφ = δ 2 − δ 1 is the phase of the island. We derive all properties over the interval n g ∈ [−1, 1], knowing that the energy bands are periodic in 2e. We choose for numerical and theoretical purposes to restrict the charge state basis to the subset {|n = −2 , |n = 0 , |n = 2 }. The Hamiltonian (S08) writes in matrix form in the chosen basis:
While the full Hamiltonian possesses analytical eigenenergies based on Mathieu functions [39], those are not easy to handle for our analysis. One can show [22] that the restriction to the three lowest charge states provides fairly convenient, analytical expressions for the three first eigenenergies E m , m = 0, 1, 2 (Bloch bands) that are still good approximations of the full theory for E c ∼ E J . After diagonalization of the truncated Hamiltonian (S09), the eigenenergies are:
where:
and A representation of the eigenenergy bands along some chosen axes is shown in Fig. S3 . In particular, the charging energy term changes the shape of the effective Josephson potential represented by the ground band, as well as its barrier height. From then on, the critical current can be derived from the supercurrent operatorÎ = (2e/ )∂Ĥ/∂δ:
Here the brackets denote thermal average. For E J k B T , one can ignore the second excited state |E 2 , but for T ≈ 100 − 200 mK, there actually is a substantial probability to thermally populate the first excited state |E 1 . However, for E c ∼ E J this is true only around the charge degeneracy points, i.e. for odd values of n g , where the energy splitting E 1 − E 0 is minimum. For odd gate charge values, the maximum critical current in the ground or the excited state is the same for our symmetric model, and differs weakly for even moderate junction asymmetry, hence the approximation made in the second equality. Using the Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation for E J , the theoretical critical current can thus be readily obtained, as shown in Fig. S4 .
The calculated critical current is significantly higher than the measured switching current, which is affected by thermal escape processes (see below) when biased. However, we stress that the value to be used in our modeling is I C , since we are leaving the junction unbiased in the heat transport experiment: what matters here is the plasma frequency, that is, the potential curvature at a minimum, which is defined through I C .
Linear approximation for heat transfer model
In the loop configuration, the total phase δ sits indifferently in one of the local minima of the anharmonic effective Josephson potential, which are all at the same energy since there is no applied voltage or current bias. Due to the environment, δ experiences fluctuations around the local minimum such that its dynamics may be sensitive to the anharmonicity of the potential. A strong anharmonicity can therefore weaken the approximation of the Josephson device as a LC resonator used in the main text. One can give a simple magnitude estimate of the fluctuations, starting from Langevin equation for δ.
In the framework of the RCSJ model [40] , we approximate the CPT as a single JJ with a modified current-phase relation (i.e. effective potential) in a RC environment and biased only by the current noise i N due to the series resistor R = R 1 + R 2 , with spectral density S I (ω) = (2 ω/R) coth( ω/2k B T ) [see Fig. S5 ].
Introducing the inverse time constant γ = 1/RC:
where m = 2 C/4e 2 , f (δ) = ∂E 0 /∂δ, and f N (t) = i N /2e. The dynamics of δ around zero is that of an anharmonic oscillator with effective mass m. Linearizing around the equilibrium position δ = 0, one obtains the equation of a harmonic oscillator with restoring potential U (δ) = mω 2 p δ 2 /2, where ω p = 2eI C / C is the effective JJ plasma frequency. To obtain the typical variance of phase fluctuations, one can make the following observation: in the matched loop configuration, the only capacitance that contributes is that of the junctions, which is very small (C = 1.45 fF). Therefore, the oscillator is overdamped (ω p /γ ∼ 0.1), and ω p ∼ 10 11 rad.s −1 . The resulting hierarchy of typical energies k B T ω p γ allows us to approximate the noise current in the zero temperature limit (S I ≈ ω/R) while neglecting the acceleration term mδ in Eq. (S014). As a result:
where R Q = π /2e 2 ≈ 6.45 kΩ is the superconducting resistance quantum and ω c is a cut-off frequency that is set to ω c = γ so as to satisfy the approximation mδ ≈ 0. One then obtains a good estimate, for γ/ω p 1 of the typical spreading of the phase fluctuations:
which is small for a low impedance environment R R Q , hence the approximation made in the main text.
Landauer formula for the heat flow and thermal conductance
The spectrum of the Johnson-Nyqvist voltage noise u i of the resistor R i at temperature T i writes:
where we have included the quantum statistical cut-off that is a consequence of the Bose distribution of thermal photons. In the classical limit one retrieves the original expression S ui (ω) = 4k B T i R i . This voltage noise is modeled as a source in series with the resistor [see Fig 1c) of the main text]. If the circuit is electrically closed, with a global series impedance Z tot (ω) = R 1 + R 2 + Z ext (ω), the noise current spectrum due to resistance R i flowing into the loop writes:
The Joule power per unit bandwidth dissipated in resistor j due to the noise current emitted by resistor i isq i→j (ω) = R j S Ii (ω). One can write equally the heat dissipated in the reverse directionq j→i = R i S Ij (ω). After integrating over all frequencies the resulting net Joule power per unit bandwidthq =q 1→2 −q 2→1 , one obtains the Landauer formula for the net average heat powerQ γ due to thermal photons exchanged between the two resistors:
where n i (ω) = 1/ [exp( ω/k B T i ) − 1] is the Bose distribution and τ (ω) = 4R 1 R 2 /|Z tot (ω)| 2 is the transmission coefficient of the photonic heat channel. Using the linear approximation as justified in , the total circuit impedance S12 explicitly writes Z tot (ω, n g ) = R 1 + R 2 + [iCω + 1/iL J (n g )ω] −1 . For a small temperature difference between R 1 and R 2 and introducing the mean temperature T m = (T 1 + T 2 )/2, one has:
where n m refers to Bose factor at temperature T m . Introducing x = ω/k B T m , the reduced plasma frequency x p = /k B T m √ L J C and circuit time constant y J = k B T m L J / (R 1 + R 2 ), one finally obtains the photon heat conductance G γ ≡Q γ /(T 1 − T 2 ) presented in the main text:
which depends only on universal constants or independently measured parameters.
Quasiparticle poisoning
Due to a finite temperature and the reduced (compared to the superconducting gap) even-odd free energy difference, quasiparticle states in the island may be populated. As an excitation tunnels into the island it shifts the effective gate charge from n g to n g + 1. As a result, any thermal measurement, typically over long timescales, will be an average of values corresponding to both gate charges, with a relative weight that depends on the quasiparticle tunneling rates. To assess qualitatively the impact of quasiparticle poisoning, we have measured in the characterization run (open loop) the switching current of the CPT as a function of the gate voltage for several temperatures. For small, hysteretic Josephson junctions, phase diffusion will result in a switching current noticeably lower than the theoretical critical current [40]: for current biases equal to or larger than the switching current, a single thermal escape event provides enough energy for the fictitious particle in the tilted Josephson potential to overcome friction losses and run down the potential, making the junction switch to the finite voltage state. Nervertheless, this property is at first order uncorrelated with quasiparticle poisoning and therefore the modulation period of the critical current should be unaffected.
In Fig. S6 we have plotted the switching current averaged over typically 100 switching events triggered by pulse current driving of the CPT at 100 Hz. We indeed observe a switching current fairly low compared to the theoretical critical current. We observe clear 2e periodicity of the switching current oscillations for cryostat temperatures T 0 = 100 and 150 mK with no sizeable poisoning. For T 0 = 200 mK, a clear saturation appears for even gate charge values, indicating some degree of visible poisoning, even though the modulation remains mostly 2e-periodic. This provides some evidence that the discrepancy between theory and experimental data around T m = 200 mK in the last figure of the main text may be at least partially explained by quasiparticle poisoning. Finally, complete 1e-periodicity is recovered for T 0 = 250 mK (and above, data not shown), which is in line with previous observations for close experimental situations [41] .
Note that we expect the quasiparticle density in the superconductor to be fairly close to equilibrium, as our normal metal resistors, located close to the island, act as traps limiting the impact of nonequilibrium quasiparticles [22] . This would explain why the supercurrent at our lowest operation temperatures appears relatively free of quasiparticle poisoning. 
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